EXHIBIT 1(g)

4.

The State to enJoin practices prescribed by the QUi-an and
Sunnah a:1d to prohibit those forbidden by it. Beliefs of various

sects

to

be ·.aken

into

consideration while

reviving or

establishing Islamic customs, practices and law .
5.

The State to strengthen bonds of unity a:1d solidarity with the
Muslim world .

6.

The Slalc

10

undcna:<c n:sponsibilily for providing the basic

needs of its citizens who are unable to earn their own livelihood
irrespective of religion, race or creed.
7.

All citizens to enjoy fundamental rights granted by the Shariah
such as safety of life and property, freedom of religion, worship,
freedom of expression, assembly and movement, freedom to
work and to enjoy equality of opportunity etc.

8.

No citizen would be deprived of fundamental rights except
under the law of Islam and no coun of law would sentence a
citizen without providing him with an 0ppOitunity for defense.

9.

Recognized Muslim sects werl! to enjoy full

religiou~

freedom

within the lir.lits of law. They had the right to impart education
to their own followers in their own way. Their personal law was
to be governed by the laws of their own sect and the law courts
were to respect tht'se sectional laws while dealing with members
of the sect.

10.

Similar freedom was to be enjoyed by non-Muslim citizens of
the State in respect 0,' their religion, education and culture. Law
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courts were to respect their religious law and custom while
dealing with cases involving personal law.
I 1.

All agreements and treaties entered into with non-Muslim
subjects of the State were to be honored in accordance with the

Shariah. Non-Muslim citizens were guaranteed fundamental
rights on par with Muslim cit.izens.
12.

The Head of State was to bt a Muslim male citize:1 of the State.

13 .

All responsibility for running the State was vested in the Head of
State who could delegate his authority or part thereof to any
indiv;dual or il1stitution in the State.

14.

The Government constituted by Head of the State was to be of a
consultativ.;: and not dictatorial character. The Head of State was
required to

di~cnarge

his responsibility in consultation with the

elected represer,tJtives of the people.
15 .

The Head of State had no right to rule the country by abrogating
the whole or part of the Constitution.

16.

The institution responsible for electing the Head of State had the
power also to remove or suspend him.

17.

The Head of State enjoyed no immunity and was subject to law
like any other citizen.

18.

The accountability to the law of the land was equally applicable
to all members of the government and functionaries of the State.

19.

The judiciary was to be independent of the executive.

lL4

20.

Propagation of >uch ideas and ideo:ogies as are considered
cO:1trary to the fundamentals of Islam was to be prohibited.

21.

The State was to oe of a unitary nature. Different regional,
racial, tribal or linguistic area$ constituting the territory of the
State wer,! not to enj0y

22.

~he

right (If secessic,n.

No interpretation of the Cmstitution which was repugnant to the

Quran and the Sunnah was too considered valid.
The Interirr.' Report of the Basic Principles Committee was wisely criticized
by the Ukma. Mufti Shafi, a leading theologian sr.holar said that the report
was "totally void of any provision for the positive requirement of Islam, and
many of its contents are even against Islam and against the Objectives
Resolution".43 The Prime Minister spoke of Islamic Socialism, an arralgam
of capitalism and socialism. He was .nysteriously eliminated. Nobody so far
knows details of the enquiry which was conducted to determine responsibility
for his assassination. Liaquat Ali Khan was succeeded by Knawaja
Nazimuddin. On 21 January 1953, a deputation of Ulema delivered an
ultimatum to the Prime Minister, demanding the expUlsion of the Qadiani
community from the fold of Islam within a month, the removal o"i Choudhri
Zafarulla Khan, the Foreign Minister who was all Ahmadi, and other
members of his community who were occupying key posts.
The demand for declaring the Ahmadis as a non-Muslim minority was tirst
publicly made at an Ahrar meeting held at Pind Dadan Khan' on 1st May,
1945. After the creation of Pakistan which was opposed by the Ahrar right up
to partition, they rightly judged that they could use this issue to bolster their
waning strength. The parties which clamored for the enforcement of the
demands on religious ground were all against the idea of an Islamic State.
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Jama 'at-i-Islami was opposed to the idea of Pakistan which it described as
Na Pakistan (not pure). In none of the above the Jam/] 'at is to be found the
remotest reference in support of the demand for Pakistan. Maulana Abul Ala
Maudoodi, the founder of the party, was of the view that the form of
Governm~nt

in the new Muslim State, if it ever came into existence, could

only be secular. According to his statemer:t before a military Court, short of
an armed rebellion the Jama 'at beEeves in, and has its objective the
replacement of the present torm of government by a government of the

Jamaat's conception. In a speech shortly before pal1ition he had asked:
"Why should we foolishly waste our time in expediting the so-called
Muslim- state and fritt'!!' away our energies in setting it up, when we
know that it will not only be useless for our purposes, but will rather
prove an obstacle in our path" ..j.j
The Ahrars were flir,ging fC'ul abuses on all the leading personalities of the
Pakistan movement, including the: Quaid-e Azam, accusing them of leading
un-Islamic lives. One of the resolutions passed by the Working Committee of
the Majlis-i Ahrar which met at De'hl on 3rd March, 1940, disapproved of
Pakistan plan:;
The Ahrars flirted with the Congress unt il August 1947 and toed the
Congress nationalist line but after the establishment of Pakistan they used and
abus\!d Islam as a political weapon which could b dropped and picked up at
their pleasure to humiliate a political ad·Jersary. In their dealings with the
Congress, religion was a private affair to them but in Pakistan they b.ecame
the exclusive agents of Islam who alune knew what Islamic way of life was.
They consistently exploited religion for their political ends. The Ahrar
brought the anti-Ahmadiya controversy out of their old armory purely as a
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political weapon. The Khaksars oppC'sed Pakista'l. One of them tried to
eliminate Quaid-e-Azam. But all these parties which opposed Pakistan tooth
and nail posed as the sole monopolists of Islam in a state which they had
done their best to prevent from coming into existence.
Now by their agitation the Ahrar set about to create

unprecedent~d

disturbanc€;s which led to the imposition of the first Martial Law in Pakistan.
Their

anti-rlhmad~va

demands were a corollary

from

the Objectives

Resolution passed by the Constituent Assembly on 12 March 1949, The
express re;:ognition by the Objectives' Resolution that Pakistan was claimed
and brought into existence so that ~he future political set-up of tr.e new state
may be

bas~d

on the Quran and the Srmnah, had created in the mind of the

Ulema and the citizens of Pakistan the belief that any demand based on
religious grounds would have to be con.::eded by those in authority. The
Ulema roused the masses to embarrass the government. Soon, to quote the
Munir Committee report, "Vast multitudes of human bt!ings who in ordinary
times wtre sane, sensible citizens, had assumed the form of unruly hysterical
mobs, whose only impulse was to disobey the law while baser elements of
society were behaving like wild beasts killing people, robbing them of their
possessions and burning valuable property either for the sake of fun or to
spite a fancied enemy.,,4b
No two learned divines were agreed on the definition of a Muslim and yet
they demanded that the Ahmadis be declared a non-Muslim minority.
"According to the Shias all Sunnis arc Kajirs, and Ahl-i-Quran, namely,
persons who consider hadith being unreliable and therefore not binding are
unanimously Kajirs and so aft! all independent thinkers. The net result is that
neither Shias nor Sunnis nor Deobandis nor Ahl-i-Hadith nor Bare/vis are
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Muslims and any change from one vie''''' to the other must be accompanied in
an Islamic State with the penalty of death if the government of the State is in
the hands of the party which considers the other party to be Kajirs.,,47
Howev~r,

Government of Pakistan declined to concede the demand of the

Ulema to declare Ahmadis as a non-Muslim minority in 1953 but twenty
years later, a Government headed by a socialist, conceded this demand. Such
indeed was the power and pr'!ssure of the Ulema that they were able to
mobilize the mass of Muslims in 'favor of their demand.
The most complicated convergence of constitutional and religious politics, of
provincial alld federal issues, of personalities and social grOl':ps, of
administrative and political matters, and of violence and judicial settlement
occurred in the a!1ti Ahmadi agitation and subsequent disturbances in the
Punjab. The argument of the agitation v'as that since the Ahmadi deny the
finality of prophet-hood, they are not Muslims. Consequently they should be
constitutionally declared, a minority. The Chief Minister of the Punjab, Mian
Mumtaz Daultana, was sympathet;c to the de:nand but he suggested that the
question was to be settled by the Basic Principles Committee. Nazimuddin,
Prime Minister of Pakistan, agreed that the Ahmadis were heretics but
demurred at the thought of constitutional excommunication . The Ulema had
threatened the govcrnment that they would resort to direct action if the

Ahmadis were not declared a non-Muslim minority. Nazimuddin was weak
though, he ordered the army to move in. The prominent Ulema were arrested.
The provincial Chief Minister had to resign. Nazimuddin while blaming the

Ahrar tried to absolve the Ulema of all blame. Although the offensive of the
Ulema in 1953 was not a success. The anti-Ahmadiya disturbances in Lahore
were crushed in six hours by the area military commander, Major General
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Mohammad Azam Khan who later became Governor of then East Pakistan.
The investigation into the unrest produced a most comprehensive indictment
of the Ulema. However. several of the Ulema in the Muslim League
withdrew

from

the

political

scene.

Tht:

Islamic

parties

met with

disappointment at the polls. The Jama 'at-i-lslami had a single seat in the 197
member Pun.iab Legislative Assembly. h the 1954 election cf East Pakistan
the Nizam-i-Islam captured 20 seat3 and the Khilafat-i-Rubbani an additional
one seat from a total of 309 seats.
A state of emergency derlared on October 30, 1954. A week earlier the
Governor General dismissed the first Constituent Assembly. Major General
Iskander Mirza, newly appointed Minister of Interior, expressed the view that
Pakistan needed "controlled democracy for some- time to come'. He added
that in his personal view

" ~ligion

and polities COJld be, and should be,

separated . On December I, 1954, the Prime Minister, in his monthly talk to
the natior. used the word Islam once in his speech, and that too was a
quotation from another statement made several months before."·s At the ertd
of 1954 it seemed tha( the struggle for an Isle.mic

'~onsdtution

had ended in a

defeat for the religious interests.
The Central Government, after the dissolution of the first Constituent
Assembly in 1954, decided to merge the provinc.:s and states of West
Pakistan into one unit with a view to ensuring parity of representation
between [ast and West Pakistan. In spite of strong opposition from
provincial governments, the Second Constituent Assembly adopted this
policy and the new province of West Pakistan came into being in October
1955.

49

It may be pointed out here that the governments of Pirzada in Sind

and Rashid in the North- \V est Frontier Province were dismissed by the
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Central Government because of their opposition to the merger into one unit.

so

The first major clash between East and West Pakistan took place in 1952 on
the question of national language. The 1950 draft Constitution stated, "Urdu
should be the national language uf the State".SI Liaquat Ali Khan, first Prime
Minister of Pakistan, stated in 1950 t'1at "Pakistan is a Muslim State and it
must have as its lingua franca the language of the Muslim nation ... (Hindus)
should realize that Pakistan has been created because of the demand of 'a
hundred million Muslims in this subcontinent and the language of a, hundred
million Muslims

i~

Urdu .. It is necessary for a nation to have one l?nguage

and that language can only be Urdu and no other language."s2 Since 56 per
cent of the population of Pakistan spoke Bengali, the Bengalis resisted the
imposition of Urdu a3 the national language. This attempt to make Urdu the
national language led to a violent clash between the police and students in
Dacca in February 1952 and 19 persons sacrificed their lives for the cause of
Bengali language. (Bengalis still celebr<.te February 21 as Shaheed (Martyrs'
Day)SJ after the provir.cial election of '954 in which the Muslim League
Party was totally defeated in East Pukistan; a compromisp. formula was
reached whereby Bengali and Urdu were recognized as the State languages of
Pakistan.

•
3.3

DISMISSAL OF PRIME MINISTER NAZIMUDDIN

It was against the background oC the Anti-Ahmadiya agitation and language,
which led to the imposition of martial law in Lahore, that Nazimuddin forced
the resignation of the Punjab chief minister, Mian Mumtaz Daultana. 1n the
ensuing poli·,ical crisis Nazimuddin was made to pay the price. Governor
General Ghulam Muhammad soon after martial law was lifted in Lahore in
April 1953 called a cabinet meeting and demanded the resignation of
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Nazimuddin and the other cabinet members. Upon Nazimuddin's refusal
Ghulam Muhammad dismissed him. "Whl!n Nazimuddin arrived back to the
Prime Minister's House after the cabinel meeting at which he had been
dismissed, he attempted to reach the Queen in London to advise her to
remove the Governor General. He found that his telephone had bee:) cut.
When he att,:mpted to Il!ave his house, it was surrounded by a heavy police
detachment. 54
There was little doubt that thl! dictatorial action

0:'

the Governor-General

dealt a serious blow to the nascen. parliamentary system in the country. The
Governor General, however, could succeed with the support of many
members of the Constituent Assembly, with the film backing of the armi l
and the formidable pll!nary powels or' police suppression, which were at his
disposal.l 6 Keith Callard has observed, "The price of the governor-general's
coup was high. Three major conventions of cabinet government had been
destroyed or gravely weakened. First, the tradition of the impartiality of the
governor-general had been demolishp.d. Second, the convention of cabinet
and palty solidarity had been disregarded. Third, the role of the Legislature as
the maker and sustainer of government had been impugned."
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As Callard

has rightly remarked the action was aimed as much against thl! Assembly as
against the Prime Minister.
The Constituent Assembly was not summoned until about five months after
the dismigsal of Nazimuddin. Muhammad Ali Bogra, who was at that time
Pakistan's ambassador. in the USA was su.nmoned and hoisted as the new
prime minister on the Muslim League Pdiamentary Party wh.:ch was still
smarting under the humiliation caused hy the dismissal of Nazimuddin.
However, si>: of the nine Ministers of Nazimuddin's cabinet (including
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,.
Chaudhry Muhammad Ali) had joined the new government. The remaining
three (including Nishtar) nad been removed along with N3zimuddin.
Lawrence Ziring has observed, that "By his dismissal of Nazimuddin and by
the shuffling of the cabinet, Ghulam Muhammad was also eliminating the
Muslim League as an independent voice in the central government, as
Muhammad Ali Bogra was also elected

a~

President of the Muslim League

Parliamentary Party and replaced Nazimuddin who had resigned fearing a
successful vote of no-contidence by repudiating Nazimuddin, the Muslim
League surrendered whatever remaining claim it had to leadership at the
federal level. "l8
Maulvi Tamizuddin Khan, President of the CO:1stituent Assembly, challenged
the order of the Governor-General dissolving the Constituent Assembly, in
the Chief Court of Sindh by a writ petition filed under Section 223-A

j9

of the

Government of India Act, 1935. A full Bench of the Chief Court presided
over by the Chief Justice, George Constantine, gave its verdict in favor of the
President of the Constituent Assembly, whereupon the Governor General
filed an appeal in the federal Court. The Federal Court did not go into the
merits or the constitutionality of the action of the Governor-General but
concerned itself with the validity of Section 223-A, which had been passed
by the Constituent Assembly. By a

majo~ity

judgement delivered by Chief

Justice Muhammad Munir, with Cornelius, J. dissenting, it was held that
since section 223-A of the Government of India Act, under which the Chief
Court of Sindh had issued the writ, had not received the assent of the
Governor General, it was not yet law rnd, therefore, the Chief Court haa no
jurisdiction to issue the writs."') The Federal Court thereby validated the
dissolution of the Constituent Assembly.
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The legal difficulties to which the decisions of the Federal Court had forced
the Governor General to move the Federal Court for an advisory opinion
under Section 213 of the Act of 1935. The Federal Court, Cornelius, J. and
Muhammad Sharif, dissenting held that the dissolution had become
imperative because the Constituent Assembly had failed to frame a
constitution within a reasonable time. The Governor General's action was
held to be valid under the 'doctrine of necessity' .

61

The fact that the

dissolution had in fact aborted the approved draft constitution was not placed
before or considered by the court.

It may be observed that '_he coup of 1954 caused no stir among the people,
coming as it was fast on th·; heels of the first coup of 1953 in which Prime
62

Minister Nazimuddin had been dismissed .
public

prote~!

Binder has observed that, "No

was raised, no rrocession taken out, no further agitation went

on; the man in the street was unconcerned, completely indifferent,'·b3 It may,
however, be observed, that the people were

gen~rally

unaware of the great

legal battle which was being fought out in the courts and which was destined
to

alter the course of Pakistan's history. In Eas! Pakistan the reaction of the

people could not find expression as the province wa5 Imder the Governor's
rule.

3.4

mSSOLUTION OF THE FIRST CONSTITUENT ASSEJI1BLY

The Governor General After the dismissal of Nazimuddin and his cabinet
apparently felt confident that he could now manipulate the Constituent
Assembly to give approval to his own proposal of an interim constitution that
would have provided for the integration of the provinces in the west wing
into a si~gle province of West Pakistan. The Governor General also wished to
see the dissolution of the Constituent Assembly and the election of a new
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assembly over which he would have the power of veto. 64 The One Unit plan
had greatly appealed to General Muhammad Ayub Khan. In his proposal of
One Unit the Governor General, therefore, enjoyed the support of the army.
To allay the fears of the smaller provinces against the likely dOJ"ninance of the
Punjab, it was proposed that the Punjab would agree to forty percent of the
voting power in the One Unit, which was less thall its entitlement based on
population.
The Constituent Assembly met in September 1953, its first sessIOn after
Nazimuddin's dismissal about five months later. Muhammad Ali Bogra
submitted the plan of the interim constitution. It was, overwhelmingly
rejected, an unsuspected setback for the Governor General who was
entertaining fanciful notions of viceregal power. Therefore, Bogra submitted
the Second Report of the Basic Principles Committre (BPC) in an effort to
arrive at a consensus on a constitution. He introduced an amendment, known
as the 'Muhammad Ali Formula' relating to representation of the provinces in
the legislature. It proposed the election of the Lower House on the basis of
popUlation. (See Table 2.5). The upper house was to comprise equal
representatives from all the five constituent units. In joint sittings each of the
two wings would have equal representation . Pow;:rs were to be divided
equally. A joint sitting could resolve deadlock , but the majority must i:1clude
at least 30% of the total members belonging to each Zone. os This somewhat
complicated and a new mechanism had been worked out to satisfY

th~

both

regions but it could still be feared that the Bengalis, by combining with one
or more provinces, could sti II manage the reqUIred majority. TlJe Prime
Minister announced that the proposals had met with the approval of the
cabinet, the r:hief ministers Rnd the members of the Muslim League
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parliamenta:'y part y. The Cons'.ituent Assembly p<lssed without discussion the
amendment embodied in the Muhammad Ali Formula and it adjourned to
enable the East Bengal members to attend to the provincial elections.
In theim)",;ncial elections held in East Bengal in I 954. the Muslim Leag~e
was completely routed. Its strength from a position of an overwhelming
majority party was reduced to 10 members in a house of 309. Nurul Amin.
the Muslim League chief minister. lost to a medical student. Since then on the
Muslim League ceased'to be
represen~ative

<l

signiticant factor in East Pakistan politics. The

capacity of the Bengali members of the Muslim League

Parliamer,tary Party in the Constituent Assembly had been undermined. The
United Front Party led by A. K. Fazlul :''I<:q. which had won in the provincial
elections. demanded new elections to the Constituent Assembly and called

" 1 autonomy un d
'
(,(,
lor prov:ncla
er 'Its _'J'P
I
olnts.

C

-

•

TABLE 3.5
MUHAMMAD ALI FORMULA

REGIONS
East Bengal
Punjab
NWFP, Frontier slates.
and Tribal Area
Sindh & Khairpur
Balochistan, BSU,
Bahwalpur-Karachi
TOTAL

UPPER HOUSE
10
10

LOWER HOTJSE
165

75

175
85

10

24

34

10

19

29

10

17

27

300

350

50

,

TOTAL

Source: Hamid YliSlif. Pllkis"'lI . A SIIIl/" II( P,,/ilim/ De"~/(}"menIS /9./7,97, (Lahore:
Sang c Meel Puolicalions. 1<)<)91. p. :if).

A. K. Fazlul Haq fell foul of the central government on account of his
advocacy of autonomy and his alleged failure

[0

maintain law and order.

Fazlul Haq had also aroused an adverse reaction by his reported advocacy of
a united Bengal. The ministry was dismissed in May, 1954 and the province
was placed under the governor's rule. Iskander Mirza, who was then the
defense secretary, was sent as the governor. The result of the provincial
/

elections in East Bengal aroused fears notably among the politicians of the
Punjab, about East Bengal exploiting the differences among the provinces in
the West Wing. The proposal of One Unit gained momentum.
Notwithstanding the challeng('s to the proposed constitution on which a
consensus had been reached, the Constituent Assembly moved ahead with the
draft constitution. Sir Ivor Je'ming,s was supervising and vetted the same
constitution. 67 Muhammad Ali Bogra announced that the constitution, which
was ready for pub Iir.ation and would be implemented in December, 1954.
The constitution contained the Objectives Resolution as its preamble, the
Government of India Act of 1935, as adapted by the Basic Principle
Committee Report. The Constituent Assembly was apprehensive of Governor
General's reaction to the proposed constitution ; therefore as a defensive
measure it repealed the Public and Representative Offices (Disqualification)
Act (PRODA) in September. 1953 6H Aithough Muhammad Ali Bogra
enjoyed a majority in the Assembly. the memories of Nazimuddin were still
fresh in the minds of the members. On the same day the Constituent
Assembly amended the Act of 1935 whereby the Governor General could act
only on the advice of his ministers; rec;uiring ministers to bl: members of the
assembly; the ministers to hold office so long as they retained the confidence
of the legislature and was to be collective!y responsible to the house. The
constitutiollal conventions of a cabinet form of govemment were made a
substantive part of the constitution and thus became enforceable in a court of
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law. The Governor General after secunng the assurance and approval of
General Ayub Khan to the dissolution of the assembly, the fonnation of One
Unit and his agreement to serve in the new cabinet, the Governor General
issued ,a proclamation:
"The Governor General, having considered the political crisis
with whi.:h the country is faced, has w'th deep regret come to
the conclusion that the constitutional machinery has broken
down. He therefore has decided to declare a state of emergency
throughout Pakistan. The Constituent Assembly as at present
constituted has lost the confidence of the people and can no
longer function ... The ultimate authority vests in the people who
will decide all issues including constitutional issues through
their representatives who are to be elected; fresh elections will
br: held as early as possible.,,(,9

3.5

THE NEW CABINEJ:

A new cabinet

a~.sumed

office under Muhammad Ali Bogra who c.ontinued as

the nominal Prime Minister. He main direction of the affairs of the country
was, however. plact.d in th·! hands of the administrators and the army. The
Governor General had himself been a bureaucrat and had contempt for the
politicians and deep admiration for the viceregal system of government.
Iskander Mirza was made the interiuf minister. The former head of the civil
service, Chaudhry Muhammad Ali, retained finance. 7o The commander-inchief of the Army, General Muh3mmad Ayub Khan, became the defense
minister.
We~t
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The foremost objective before the mini~try was the integration of

Pakistan into a single unit. This was what the political leader from the

Punjab, notably Ch. Muhammad Ali, (iurmani and Daullana had been

.
pressing as a condition precedent to a constitutional settlement with East
Wing. General Ayub Khan, for reasons of strategy, had come to a similar
conclusion and had pleaded for the Pur,iab accepting less than its due share,
in the larger interests of the country.
But the minority provinces were fearful of losing their identity, which was
likely to be submerged in the larger unit in which Punjab would predominate.
The strategy devised to carry the scheme into effect aggravated such fears.
The implementation scheme was embodied in the One-Unit doc·uments.
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The

plan recommended that, "All opposition of which we are morally convir,ced
that it is motivated by evil must be made inoperative."n It recommended 'the
dismissal' of Abdul Sattar Pirzada, a 'self-denying ordinance' on Noon (Sir
Feroze Khan Noon), "unreserved support to Rashid" (a former Inspector'
General of Police of N.W.F .P. and then chief minister of the North West
Frontier Province), "stilling his suspicions. fortifying his nerve,,,74 and
employment of various other means such as the use of news media and of the
mullahs.
The documents outr':lgcd Sardar Abdur Rashid when they were disclosed to
him. The consequent opposition of Abdul Ghaffar Khan and Sardar Abdur
Rashid was overcome by offering the Chief Ministership of the newly created
province of West Pakistan to Dr. Khan Sahib. The regime was determined to
take speedy actions. In Sindh, Pirzada was dismissed and replaced by Khuhro
who produced a dramatic reversal of votes by the provincial assembly in
favor of One Unit. The province of East Bengal had been under the
governor's rule since May 1954. In March, 1955 the Emergency Powers
Ordinance was issued to <'mend the Act of 1935 and to invest the Governor
General wit." the powers to establish the province of West Pakistan.
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It is to be noted that the Govemor General was denied by the Usif Patel's
case 75 to the right to abrogat<: the functions of the Constituent Assembly. The
Governor General was, thereior(, obliged to call into existence a new
Constiiuent Assembly. The new Constituent Assembly, however, it may be
observed, was going to be subject to the Governor General's veto power, as a
result of the Court's earlier verdict in Tamizuddin Khan's case.

3,6

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES COMMITTEE 1949

The Basic Principles Committee was established on the day the Constituent
Assembly passed th ... Objectives Resolution in March 1949. It was to
formulate principles for a federal constitution, and to submit a detailed report
to the Constituent Assembly on the basic provisions of the future
Constitution. The Board of Islami-: Tearhing (Ta 'Iimal-i-lslami) was set up to
advice the Basic Principles Committee
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the Islamic aspects of the

Constitution. The report of the Board was not published. It was not made
available even to members of the Constituent Assembly. The views of the
Board are, however, summed up by Maulana Mllhammad Shafi, a member
who later became Chairman, in a pamphlet entitled: "The Basic Principles of
the Quranic Constitution of the State". The original pamphlet in Urdu,

Dustur-i-Quran, was published in Karachi in 1951 while the English version
came out two yeal's later. The Board of the Talimaal-i-Isiamia had definite
opinions on the qualifications and duties of the Head of State. He should be
"the trustee of inter<!sts of the Mil/aI, the £ymbol and manifestation of its
power and authority and its executive organ in all walks of state". He is to be
chosen by Muslims who should "elect the wisest and most God-fearing
person from amongst themselves as their head He should be male, of sound
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mind, not blind, dumb nor totally deaf and have completed forty lunar years
of age. He should be a man of erudition and learning in terms of Shariah and
a person of poise and composure and able to control his humours". He should
lead Friday and Eid prayers in the Capital and should arrange for the teaching
ofIslam both at home and abroad.
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The Constituent Assembly, after postponing consideration of the proposed
draft of the Constitution on November 21, 1950, invited suggestion from the
public by Jan; 1951. A sub-Committee was appointed to examine them. The
sub-Committee reported its findings to the Basic Principles Committee in
July 1952. On the basis of these find:ngs a second draft was presented to the
Constituent

A~sembly

by Prune Minister Khawaja Nazimuddin on 22

December 1952, but it was not approved unti I December 21, 1954.
Khawaja Nazirnuddin, introducing the Report to the Assembly pointed out;
"A Constitution should not

ur: judged

from any preconceived notions

based upon school book maxims of political science; it should be
judged from the point of view of the achievement of maximum
compromise between the different sections of the nation. Judged purely
as a political document as well, this report will not be found wanting,
but as the embodiment of major agreement between the different
sections of our nation, this report should be welcomed as a reMarkable
achievement" ."
The second draft, b3sed on the principle of parity between the two wings, had
created extremely unfavorable reactio'1, this time in the Punjab. The critics
saw no logic in treating a single unit of the federation as of equal importance
with all other units put together yet this was the inevitable logic of the
principle of one man, one vote. In fact the numerical majority of East
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Pakistan was being curtailed in order to create some semblance of a
constitutional balance of power and responsibility between the two wings of .
the counti·y. While the Punjab opposed, other smaller units in the western
wing ex "pressed a favorable <l?inion but the Pun jab forced the Constituent
Assembly to postpone once more its deliberations, thus creating a
constitutional deadlock.
Besides representation in the federal legislature, the other iswes between the
two wings were about distribution of powers, provincia! autonomy, the
controversy about language and the place of Urdu and Bengali in the country,
but the Islp.mic pro visions were not attacked either in East or West Pakistan:
The Ulema and the Jamaal-i-Islami called the amenoed draft of the Basic
Principles Committee's Report "Islamic". On October 12, 1954 the Central
Executive c f Jamaal-i-Js/ami declared that "the proposed constitution of
Pakistan was to

11

very great extent Islamic in character" and demanded its

adoption forth with."n Mufti Shafi, in a statement to the press, called upon
the citizens of-Pakistan to celebrate Islamic Constitution day on October 22,
and to demand the enforcement of the draft constitution without delay.
The Constituent Assembly was to reconvene on October 27, but three days
earlier, on the evening of October 24, the Governor General, Mr. Ghulam
Mohammad, declared a state of emergency and dissolved the Constituent
Assembly which he thought "had lost the confidence of the people" . While
the rest of the draft created controversies five sections of the draft viz the
Preamble, the Dir~ctiv~ Principles of State POlicy, the nomenclature of the
State, the qualifications of the Head of State, and the Islamic provisions were
adopted in the final version in 1956 wit'lout any substantial change.
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The Islamic provisions of the Basic Principles Committee were based
essentially on the recommendations of the Board of Ta 'alimat whose report
was never published. The Ulema had a powerful lobby outside the
Constituent Assembly.
The Report of the Basic Principles Committee was adopted Ly the
Constituent Assembly on 21 st September, 1954. The report comprised 17
parts, 2 schedules, and three lists of subjects dealing with Federal, Provincial
and Concurre!}t lists. Islam was neither the most important nor the most
difficult subject it dealt with. In facl the Report devoted only part I,
consisting of 10 paragraphs to Islamic provisions while as many as 266
paragraphs dealt with other subjects. As regards the Islamic provisions, the
Committee recommended that the Objectives Resolution passed by the
Constituent Assembly on the 12th March, 1949, should form the Preamble of
the proposed Constitution.
Recommending the incorporation of Directive Principles of State Policy the
Committee emphasized the need of enabling Muslims to order their lives
individually and collcl:tivcly ill accordance with the Holy Quran and the
Sunnah. They suggested:
1.

Provision of facilities to the people to understand what life in
accordance with the Holy Quran and Sunnah means. They
recommended that the teaching of the Quran to the Muslim
should be made compulsory.

11.

Prohibition of drinking, gambling and prostitution.

Ill.

Elimination of Riba.

IV.

Promotion and maintenance of Islamic moral standards.
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v.

Proper organization of Zakat, Auqaf and Mosques.

The Committee recommender. that steps should be taken to bring existing
laws into con formity with Islamic principles. It called upon the state to secure
basic needs of the people like clothing, housing, education, medical relief etc.
for the poor, the unemployed, th'! infirm and the indigent. The Committee
desired (Article 5) th3t the economic policy of the State should be so directed
as to secure an all-round well-being of the people. The state was "to prevent
the concentratior. of we.11th and means of produ<:tion in the hands of a few to
the detriment of the common man,,7? and "to ensure equitable adjustment of
the rights of labor and the peasantry :n order to prevent their exploitation".Ro
Illiteracy was to be removed within fifteen years; parochial, tribal, racial,
sectarian and provincial prejudices were to be discouraged. The separation of
the judiciary from the Execurive was to be effected within three years. The
State was to provide social security for all persons in Government and private
employmen', by means of compilisory social insurance. The state was to
secure for il s citizens the right to work, the right to an adequate means of
livelihood and the right to rest and leisur.!. Of course all these exhortations
were not to b-:: enforceable in any court of law or elGe successivc governme01ts
would have been involved in ceaseleGs litigation for criminal neglt:ct.
Outlining the procedure for preventing legislation repugnant to the Quran and
the

Sunnah

the

Basic

Principles

Committee

made

the

following

recommendations:
I.

No legislature should enact any iuw which is repugnant to the
Holy Quran anc1 the Sunnah.
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2.

'Nherever these expressions occur, when appllea cO any seC"L,
I.heir interpretation of the Quran and the Sunnah is to be
accepted.

3.

r

The Supreme Court alone should have jurisdiction to detennine
whether or not a particular law is repugnant to the Quran and the

Sunnah.
4.

Every citizen of Pakistan should have a right to challenge the
validity of the legislation on the ground of such repugnancy. A
full Bench of not less than five judges should hear the case.
Their

decision

should

be

by

majority.

The

Committee

recommended the setting up of an organization for Amr-bil

marzif and Nahi aml-rnunkar, and to make the teaching of Islam
known to the people. The expens.:s of this organization were to
be met from the proce~ds ofa special tax.
Seven years after the adoption of the Objectives Resolution, Pakistan was
given its first Constitution on Mnrch 73, 1956. The tlrst amendment changed
the nomenclature of thc state to Islamic Republic of Pakistan-a recognition
of intent rather than a de-jure description of the de-faclo situation in the
country.81 The seven years that lapsed since the Objectives were defined were
years of stormy unrest. The first Prime Minister of the country was
assassinated and the second was disrr.issed by a haughty bureaucrat, the third
was repudiated by his own party. The fourth , a seasoned bureaucrat turned
politician, gave the country its tirst eonstitution-a lengthy document divided
into thirteen parts and six schedules comprising in all two hundred and tllirtyfour article;;. The Government sponsored draft was introduced in January and
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